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4Abstract
The purpose of this project is the development of an
interactive CAD/CAM system on a low cost workstation.
The implementation of the proposed CAD/CAM system is in
fact a piece of software that runs on a SEIKO 9500 under
iRMX-86 operating system. Hardware- wise, the SEIKO 9500
consists of Intel 8086,8087,8088 and 512 Kbytes of RAM. It
also has two floppy disk drives giving a total of 1.2 Mbytes
as well as an 8 Mbyte capacity Winchester hard disk. The aim
of this project is two-fold:
(i) Provide an interactive CAD/CAM environment for producing
the design and the subsequent Numerical Control(NC)
milling of machine part.
(ii) Total system costs less than 6,000 pounds sterling at
today's price.
In the proposed system, the geometry of the machine
part to be NC machined is defined as a series of simple
building blocks, which are then combined together to build
up the whole machine part.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE EVOLUTION OF GRAPHICS TO CAD
Like many of the new technologies of recent years,
computer graphics was first developed for U.S. military
applications. In the mid and late fifties, the
SAGE(Semi-Automatic Ground Environment) air defense system
used a display screen to give visual indication of the
position of aircraft. Graphics, as a component of a very
much bigger real-time military system, serves a very useful
purpose of delivering information in pictorial form to the
receipient of the information such that a decision of
military nature can be made. However, the subsequent
interaction is not performed through the graphics
component(sub-system).
Following the use of computer graphics output purely
for display purpose, a federally funded project at MIT's
Lincoln Laboratory demonstrated how a graphics system can be
effectively used to interact with a user. The project
SKETCHPAD [1] pioneered the areas of data structure and
2software necessary for today's interactive graphics system.
The SKETCHPAD system makes it possible for a man and a
computer to converse rapidly through the medium of line
drawings.
The foundation laid down by the SKETCHPAD paved the way
for Computer-Aided-Design to evolve from computer graphics.
CAD can now be applied to a variety of application areas
ranging from Architecture and building design [2] to Printed
Circuit Board design [3].
Specifically, a Computer-Aided-Building-Design System
provides an effective tools for a building design team. The
system would increase productivity in all types of
construction industry drawings, maps, site layouts, general
arrangements, full scale drawings, etc.. Such a system
would have powerful techniques for all kinds of geometric
construction and drawing manipulation. Information' can be
readily copied from one drawing to another, and libraries of
reuseable objects maintained. Drawings can be measured and
dimensioned automatically. Items on drawings can be counted
and listed with associated abstract data. The system would
also have capabilities for 3-D visualization of projects.
Circuit board is a key component in almost all
electronic products. Preparing Printed Circuit Board layout
has always been a tedious and error-prone task for PCB
designers. The process demands total concentration and
3inordinate amount of patience. The advent of CAD system for
PCB design offers significant improvement in productivity
over the manual approach and can, in most cases, reduce
average turnaround time by 50% or more.
In the two CAD' systems geared to two different
applications, there is something in common between the two
systems. Namely, a designer can now achieve a better design
as well as quicker turnaround time.
1.2 THE EVOLUTION OF CAD TO CAM
In the last section! CAD for building design can be
considered as synthesis of complex 3-D objects which could
be an estate of houses which in turn consists of rooms. The
objects are basically a collection of lines, arcs and
planes. Once the objects are created, they can be viewed in
different modes, such as perspective viewing and/or parallel
viewing in order to obtain the maximum amount of 3-D
geometric information of the object/objects. In other
words, the CAD technique as applied to building design and
Printed Circuit Design, only visual realization is possible.
In the industrial and manufacturing industry, CAD
systems can be used with the same objective of achieving
better design within a shorter period of time. For example,
there are a variety of automated drafting systems which can
provide significant productivity gain in creating and
4maintaining engineering drawings [4].
Once the drawing specification is available, a physical
model can then be produced by manual means. If this
approach were taken, then a very skillful model maker would
interpret the drawing specification and produce a physical
model. Another approach will be for a skillful part
programmer to interpret the drawing and use a part
programming language [5,6]. However, a part programmer
also needed to be highly skilled, especially when using
older generation part programming language such as
APT [7].
There are currently a variety of CAD/CAM software
available in the market. However, all these commercially
available systems tend to illustrate in their respective
brochures CAD capability and not CAM capability in terms of
physical models.
It is therefore possible to justify that truely
integrated CAD/CAM system of genuine CAM capability has not
arrived yet and the evolution from CAD to CAM has not really
matured.
1.3 CAM OF SCULPTURE SURFACES AND CAM OF MACHINE PARTS
In the industrial and manufacturing engineering area,
there are engineering components which can either be
classified as sculptured surfaces(sometimes also known as
5free-form surfaces) or machine parts.
The geometric characteristics of machine parts differ
from sculptured surfaces in two main areas:
1) the 3-D directional derivative of a machine part'surface
changes sharply from one region to another.
2) machine parts are usually governed by stricter tolerance
requirements.
For example, a glass bottle belongs to the category of
sculptured surface and it really does not matter much if it
were not manufactured to 0.01 millimeter accuracy. Other
examples of sculptured surfaces found in the engineering
industry are propeller blades which have smooth surface
curvature similar to that of a glass bottle but require much
more manufacturing accuracy.
A connecting-rod is a typical machine part that
connects the piston to the crank-shaft in an engine. In
parts of the surface region of a connecting rod, the change
in the first order derivative could be as much as 90
degrees. This abrupt change of first order derivative is
not usually found in sculptured surfaces. It should also be
noted that connecting-rods are manufactured to very strict
tolerances.
6There are CAD/CAM systems that are available commercially
as well as under development in research laboratories for
sculptured surface and machine parts. For sculptured
surfaces there is Polysurf [8] that is available
commercially and Geomap-III [9] which is at a research and
development stage. For machine parts, there is commercially
available ROMULUS [10] and PADL-2 [11] under research and
development stage. However, in the opinion of the author,
all these system have powerful design capability but the CAM
capability has room for improvement.
1.4 AIM OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is geared to the CAD/CAM of machine
parts. Unlike most systems mentioned earlier, the proposed
system has very powerful CAM capability. From a user point
of view, the system could be used for design purpose and the
subsequent manufacturing of the designed product. The
system could also be used as a part-programming system in
which the user is to produce a physical product based on a




The hardware configuration on which the system is
implemented is a Seiko-9500 (see Photo 2.1) which consists
of three processors/co-processor. These are
Intel 8086, 8087 running at 5 MHz and a 8088 running at
8 MHz. The 8086 and 8087 are used for executing load module
obtained by linking various object modules compiled from a
number of Pascal source programs. The 8 MHz 8088 is
dedicated to I/O and is used as a graphics processor for
an eight colour raster display of 512 by 480 resolution.
The system has 512 Kbytes of memory and two 5.25-inch floppy
disk drives giving 1.2 Mbytes of storage. The operating
system is a customised version of Intel iRMX86. In
developing the software, an external winchester is used.
8Photo 2.1 A Seiko-9500 Computer
2.2 •BUILDING BLOCKS FROM PRIMITIVES AND SHAPE OPERATION
This CAD/CAM system consists of suites of programs
which provides an environment for designing and
manufacturing of complex machine parts by 2 1/2 axis NC
milling machine. This system uses PRIMITIVE-OPERATOR
approach because this approach can easily and effectively
handle the designing of machine part and the production of
manufacturing 2 1/2 axis NC milling data.
The primitives in the system is expected to provide an
adequate number of primitive types for generating building
blocks which are subsequently used to cover as many as
9Possible works of design. The system currently consists of
11 primitive types. They include
(1) CONE-- truncated vertical cone
(2) CONES-- truncated vertical cone
with separations
(3) ABLK-- block with arc structure
(4) ABLKX-- block with arc structure and
a sloping top
(5) ABLKCS-- major component for crank shaft
(6) CYLI-- horizontal cylinder with sharp ends
(7) CYLIA-- horizontal cylinder with draft angle ends
(8) CYLIE-- horizontal cylinder with ellipsoid ends
(9) HCONE-- horizontal truncated cone with sharp ends
(10) HCONEA-- horizontal truncated cone with
draft angle ends
(11) TORO-- CYLIE with circular axis
They are all solid primitives and their corresponding
2 1/2 axis NC milling data can be computed. The system can
be modified easily if it were necessary to add new primitive
types to fit different 2 1/2 axis NC milling applications
provided that the newly added primitives are solids and
their corresponding 2 1/2 axis NC milling data are
computable from their geometric definitions.
10
The unique shape operation between building blocks 9 cks I S
the MERGE operation which eliminates ovelapping cutter paths
when they intersect with each other.
2.3 CUTTER SIZES AND SURFACE FINISHING
As the proposed system is a genuine CAM system, the NC
cutter parameters are relevant in defining the degree of
surface finishing of the final NC milled machine part. it
is therefore necessary to describe the type of cutter that





A typical cutter An end mill cutter A ball ended cutter
Figure 2.1 Typical cutter used in the CAD/CAM system
and other variations
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Ti is the radius of the cutter. T2 is
the curvature of
the spherical end surface of the cutter.
Normally T1 is
greater than T2 such that there is a flat top surface at the
end of the cutter which can be used to
cut any flat top
region of the primitives in this CAD/CAM system efficiently.
The main cutting region is the spherical end surface of the
cutter. T1 and T2 are called the sizes of the cutter. A
CAM system should also provide control of how fine the
surface finishing of the final product should be. This
system provides two parameters EPS and EPSEDG to control the
surface finishing. Intuitively the smaller values of EPS
and EPSEDG require more cutting contours/layers to achieve
the expected surface finishing. The relation between the
sizes of EPS and EPSEDG and the number of cutting levels
will be discussed in details in Chapter 4.
2.4 THE MERGING OPERATION BETWEEN BUILDING BLOCKS
The only shape operation between building blocks is the
MERGE operation in this system. MERGE operation actually
eliminates the overlapping cutter paths if there are any
intersecting building blocks. The details of merging will
be discussed in Chapter 6.
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2.5 USER'S POINT OF VIEW
Before using this system, a user should have to analyze
the machine part design in order to determine how many
building blocks should be used and to what primitive types
they belong. The user should be familiar with all
primitives the system provides so that he can measure all
parameters of each primitive and the their relative
positions accurately. The user should also determine the
values of Tl,T2,EPS and EPSEDG associated with a building
block. Normally one can use the same Tl,T2,EPS and EPSEDG
values for all defined building blocks which can be combined
to form a whole machine part.
From a user's point of view, the job sequences are
listed as follows:
[1] Input a rectangular block in x-y co-ordinates of cutting
material as viewed from the top of NC milling table.
Input cutter size Tl,T2 and
surface finishing parameters EPS,EPSEDG.
[2] Input number of building blocks for each primitive type.
[31 Input parameters for each defined block.
Change default T1,T2,EPS,EPSEDG if required.
Visually check the computed cutter path contours.
13
[4] Place all defined blocks by the cross-hair graphics
cursor of Seiko 9500 and perform the merging operation
as required after the placement of blocks.




GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTIONS OF ALL PRIMITIVES IN THE SYSTEM
3.1 INTRODUCTION
. Basic to the proposed CAD/CAM system is the
primitive-operator approach, the system provides an
adequate number of primitives in order to cover as many as
possible machine parts that can be designed and
manufactured. There are currently eleven solid primitives
provided by the system for generating building blocks by
variation of parameters assigned to primitives.
These primitives are:
(1) CONE (6) CYLI
(2) CONES (7) CYLIA
(3) ABLK (8) CYLIE
(4) ABLKX (9) HC ON E
(5) AB LKC S (10) HCONEA
(11) TORO
15
There is no guarantee that the system can produce all
ranges of machine parts. However if any application needs
additional primitives, the primitive sub-system can be
enhanced easily by adding extra primitives. Currently, the
common characteristics of existing primitives are as
follows:
(A) They are all solid primitive.
(B) They have well defined geometric properties.
(C) There are no hidden surface with respect to
the 2 1/2 axis NC milling cutter when viewed
from the top.
(D) Their corresponding 2 1/2 axis NC milling data
are computable.
Users should be familiar with the characteristics of
all the primitives before using this CAD/CAM system. This
chapter describes in detail all the geometric properties of
these 11 primitive types.
3.2 CONE (TRUNCATED VERTICAL CONE WITH EDGE RADIUS AND
DRAFT ANGLE)
Truncated vertical cones frequently appear in machine
part design. It'is necessary that CONE is to be one of the



















Figure 3.3 Axisymmetric cross-section
of the CONE primitive.
Annotations in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 of







Note that if VH,LR,UR are known, DA can be calculated.
For simplicity, the system requires only VH,UR LR to r be
inputted. By specifying different values of VH,LR,UR RE one
can produce many different variants of truncated CONE.
Please refer to the physical models machined in Photo 3.1.
Particularly one can cut a hemisphere of radius R by
assigning VH,UR,RE,LR an equal value R (radius of the





Figure 3.4 Hemisphere from CONE primitive
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3.3 CONES (CONE WITH SEPARATIONS)
XSEP
Figure 3.5 4 extra parameters of CONES primitive.
The geometric properties of CONES (Figure 3.5) are
almost the same as primitive CONE except that 4 extra
parameters allow the four quadrants of the truncated cone to
be separated in the X and/or Y directions as well as
allowing a rotation of the primitive on the X-Y plane. Some
CONES primitives are also illustrated in Photo 3.1. Input









XSEP Separation of center along X-direction
YSEPL Separation of the left center along Y-direction
YSEPR Separation of the right center along
Y-direction
RA Rotational angle
The following Figures illustrate different
configurations that can be formed by assigning different
values of XSEP, YSEPL and YSEPR.
XSEP







Figure 3.7 CONES with YSEPL=O
XSEP
LXJ
Figure 3.8 CONES with YSEPR=O
22
XSEP
Figure 3.9 CONES with XSEP=YSEPL=YSEPR
Photo 3. 1 Physical models from CONE and CONES
YSEPL YSEPR
23
3.4 ABLK (BLOCK WITH ARC STRUCTURE)
Figure 3.10 Geometric illustration of ABLK primitive
For the purpose of explanation, imagine that there is
a rectangular block. lying above the ground level. Because
machine part seldom allows vertical surfaces, it is required
that the four vertical surfaces should have draft angles.
This is illustrated by dotted block enclosed by the original
rectangular block. Two fillets with radius ARC are then
subtracted from the two upper end corners as seen in
Figure 3.10. It is also required that along all sharp edges
there are edge -radii (see Photo 3.2). Building block
generated from the ABLK primitive is usually used to form
the feature seen at the big-end of connecting rods.
Figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 show three multiview diagrams of
all the parameters needed to define an ABLK building block.
24














Figure 3.12 Cross-section of ABLK along Y-direction
LX
Figure 3.13 Plan view of an ABLK
26
RA
Figure 3.14 Rotational angle of an ABLK
The annotations in the Figures 3.11,3.12,3.13 and 3.14 are
VH Vertical height
LX Length along X-direction
LY Length along Y-direction
XSEP Separation along X-direction
YSEP Separation along Y-direction
ARC ARC radius
RE Edge radius
DAx Draft angle in X-direction (not a parameter)
DAy Draft angle in Y-direction (not a parameter)
RA Rotational angle.
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Note that DAx and DAy are not included in the input
parameter listings because VH, YSEP and LY will determine
DAy and VH, LX, XSEP, ARC will determine DAx.
3.5 ABLKX (ABLK WITH A SLOPING TOP)
When two arc radii of an ABLK primitive have different
values and the centre of these two arcs are lying on the
ground, the ABLK primitive becomes an ABLKX primitive. It
is also allowed to be a trapezoidal than a rectangle when
viewed from the top. The purpose of defining this g primitive
is mainly to show that the system has this complicated
primitive which has a sloping top, draft angle surfaces, arc
surfaces and cylindrical edges at the same time.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the side view of an ABLKX element
and its plan view. Photos 3.3 and 3.4 show the two
different views of a building block by assigning suitable




Figure 3.15 Side view of an ABLKX
LX ux
Figure 3.16 Top view of an ABLKX
29
Photo 3.3 A physical model of an ABLKX (top view)
Photo 3.4 A physical model of an ABLKX (side view)
38
To uniquely define an ABLKX primitive, the user should
define the followings.
L Separation between two axes
UX Bigger end width
LX Smaller end width
RR Bigger end arc radius




3.6 ABLKCS (MAJOR COMPONENT OF CRANK-SHAFT)
ABLKCS is a major component of a crank-shaft design
(see Photo 3.5 and 3.6). ABLKCS primitive can be formed by
an ABLKX with a rectangule base having an extra surface
passing through points E,F on ground level (see
Figure 3.17). Normally it is required that BF = 2 (the
radius of the bigger arc). It is also required for all
almost vertical surfaces to have draft angle. For
computational simplicity, it is assummed that all vertical






Figure 3.17 Define ABLKCS from ABLKX
To uniquely define an ABLKCS primitive, we have the
following parameters.
32
L Separation of two axes
RR Bigger radius
RL Smaller radius
UX Bigger end width







Figure 3.18 Plan view of an ABLKCS primitive.
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Photo 3.5 Physical model of an ABLKCS (top view).
Photo 3.6 Physical model of an ABLKCS (side view).
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3.7 CYLI (SHARP CYLINDER)
L
R
Figure 3.19 Side view of CYLI
R
Figure 3.20 Cross-section of CYLI
35
RA
Figure 3.21 Rotational angle of CYLI
There are three primitive types of CYLINDERS in this
system. CYLI denotes a horizontal cylinder with length L,
radius R but no edge radii nor draft angles. As mentioned
before that machine parts seldom have vertical surfaces.
The purpose of CYLI is mainly for connecting two other
building blocks in a machine part design. The annotations
in Figures 3.19, 3.20, 3.21 are the required input data for
defining a CYLI based building block.
They include
L Length of cylinder
R Radius of cylinder
RA Rotational angle
36
3.8 CYLIA (CYLINDER WITH DRAFT ANGLE ENDS)
CYLIA represents a horizontal cylinder with draft angle
ends and edge radii along all sharp edges. There are of
course two extra parameters RE (the size of edge radius) and
DA (the size of draft angle of the end surfaces) needed to
define a CYLIA building block. The required input data for
a CYLIA building block are the followings.
L Length of cylinder




Their relative measurements are shown in Figure 3.21 and a





Figure 3.22 Cross-section along axis
of cylinder of a CYLIA
Photo 3.7 A Physical model of CYLIA
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3.9 CYLIE (HORIZONTAL CYLINDER WITH ELLIPSOID ENDS)
If two ends of a horizontal cylinder are ellipsoid end
surfaces, we have a CYLIE primitive. Instead of RA and DA
specified in CYLIA, length of the third minor-axis of the
ellipsoid is necessary (the length of other two semi-axes of
the ellipsoid are obviously of values R).
L
A
Figure 3.23 Cross-section along axis
of cylinder of a CYLIE
The required parameters to specify a CYLIE (Figure 3.23) are
listed as follows:
38
L Length of cylinder
R Radius of cylinder
A Length of the third minor-axis of end ellipsoid
RA Rotational angle
A physical model of CYLIE is shown in Photo 3.8.
Photo 3.8 A physical model of CYLIE
3.10 HCONE (SHARP HORIZONTAL TRUNCATED CONE)
A sharp horizontal truncated cone can be generated by
using this HCONE primitive. It is required to specify. the
following data as indicated in Figures 3.24 and 3.25.
40
RR Bigger radius (Lower radius of cone)
RL Smaller radius (Upper radius of cone)
L Length
RA Rotational angle
Because of two ends are vertical surfaces, HCONE










Figure 3.25 Plan view of a HCONE primitive
A physical model of a HCONE is shown in Photo 3.9.
Photo 3.9 A physical model of HCONE
42
3.11 HCONEA (HORIZONTAL TRUNCATED CONE WITH DRAFT ANGLE
ENDS)
If two ends of a HCONE primitive have draft angles and
there are edge radii along all sharp edges, we have HCONEA
primitive. A physical model is shown in Photo 3.10. The
following parameters are needed to specify a HCONEA
primitive as indicated in Figures 3.26 and 3.27.
RR Bigger radius (Lower radius of cone)
RL Smaller radius (Upper radius of cone)
L Length
RE Edge radius
DAR Draft angle of the bigger end







Figure 3.26 Side view of a HCONEA primitive
Figure 3.27 Plan view of a HCONEA primitive
44
Photo 3.10 A physical model of HCONEA
3.12 TORO (CYILE WITH CIRCULAR AXIS)
TORO is simply an CYLIE primitive having a circular
axis rather than a straight line axis. A physical model of
TORO is shown in Photo 3.11. We have the following
parameters to define a TORO element as in Figure 3.28.
C Radius of cirular axis
ANG Angle subtended by the circular
cylinder at the center of curvature
R Radius of cylinder
A Length of the semi-axis of the ellipsoid






Figure 3.28 Plan view of a TORO primitive
Photo 3.11 A physical model of TORO
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CHAPTER 4
GENERATING 2 1/2 AXIS NC MILLING DATA
To avoid lengthy discussions on the method of
generating 2 1/2 axis NC milling data for all primitives in
the proposed CAD/CAM system, a representative primitive of
CONE is selected here for describing how the 2 1/2 axis NC
milling data are computed.
The main emphasis of this chapter is to illustrate the
relationship between EPS, EPSEDG, Ti, T2 and the physical
characteristics of the CONE primitive in deriving cutter
path positions.
4.1 CONE
When NC milling a truncated CONE primitive, the cutter
paths are obviously contours of concentric circles at
different heights and varying radii from the vertical axis
of the CONE primitive. By referring to Figure 4.1, there
are three kinds of cutting regions:
47
(1) Flat top region,
(2) Edge radius region and





Figure 4.1 Three cutting regions in CONE
A typical cutter (Ti T2) is recommended when cutting
a CONE generated building block with flat top region. Using
simple algebra, the minimum.number of cuts for the flat top
is NO= CEIL (OA/2 (T1-T2)) and the radii of these NO
concentric cutting circles are given by
Ri= START+ RSTEP x (I - 1) , i=1.2.3...NO
where RSTEP = OA/NO
START = RSTE P/ 2
48
Suppose number of cuts along edge radius region is N1,
it is reasonably assumed that the magnitude of EPSEDG is
much less than the sizes of RE and T2. By simple geometry
shown in Figure 4.2, we have
Nl= CEIL
where is the arc measurement of arc AB
Figure 4.2 Relation between T2,RE,EPSEDG and NI
EOSEDG
49
Once the number of cuts is determines,it is reasaonably
assumed that the touch points along the edge radius region
are evenly distributed with respect to the centre of cu
curvature. One cutting layer shown in Figure 4.3 has
angular position o.Because of the simple geometric
relation, we will have the radius of cutting circle and its
height as follows.
R = OA+ (RE+ T2) *sin o + T1-T2
z = VH-(RE+T2) (1-COS o)
Figure 4.3 cutter paths along edge radius repion
Finally we consider the cutter paths along the draft
andle region. Assuming EPS is no greater than
MAX (T2(1-cos(DA),T2(1-SIN(DA)) from the geometric
relationship shown in Figure 4.4, we have the maximum
50
separation between two consecutive cutter paths
ZDEC= RINC/TAN(DA)
where RINC= T2
which guarantees the maximum uncut cusp do not exceed EPS.
DA
LR
Figure 4.4 Cutter path along draft angle side
Once we fix a particular Zi we have the cutting circle
radius




Ri= LR -( Zi+ T2 (t-sin (DA) tan (DA)+ T2 (cos(DA) + T1- T2
51
4.2 TABULATION AND QUANTIFYING 2 1/2 AXIS CUTTER PATHS FOR PRIMITIV
Section 4.1 attempts to illustrate how vertical cutter
path contours can calculated based on physical
characteristics of the CONE primitive, cutter
characteristics and surface finishing requirement.
It will be too cumbersome to give derivation of cutter
path contours for all the primitives in the proposed system.
The following table (Table 4.1) gives a measure of
comparability between all the primitives in terms of
computing time, number of points per contour, etc..
From the table, it can be concluded that the system is
capable of generating cutter paths for machining building




Number of Approximate Computing
vertical
number of points time requiredPrimitive contours per contour
per primitive
CONE 11 4 1 sec.
CONES 14 8 1 sec.
ABLK 10 20 1.5 sec.
CYLI 10 4 1 sec.
CYLIA 11 20 l.5 sec.
CYLIE 11 44 6 sec.
HCONE 11 40-50 1 sec.
HCONEA 11 40-50 1.5 sec.




REPRESENTATION OF 2 1/2 AXIS NC MILLING DATA
NC milling data for milling a building blocking should
consist of the following information regardless of the type
of primitive used.
(1) Cutter size Ti, T2.
(2) Relative position of the building block with respect to
the lower left hand corner of the cutting block
material.
(3) Number of cutting layers(contours) required.
(4) Different cutter heights.
(5) Number of line/arc segments for each cutting layer.
(6) Cutter positions for each cutting layer. (Two
consecutive cutter positions represent one line segment
which can be either a straight line or an arc with known
curvature and center of curvature.)
54
For the simplicity of program logic, the following data
structures is employed to represent the above cutting
information for one building block. The notations[] r[]
indicate the variables used are one dimensional and two
dimensional arrays, respectively.
(A) TlV[], T2V[] of size MAXE (The system limits MAXE=30).
T1V[ i], T2V[ i] represent the cutter size Ti, T2 used for
milling the ith building block.
(B) O X[], OY[] of size MAXE.
OX[ i], OY[ i] represent the X, Y coordinates of the
location of the ith building block.
(C) Each set of cutter positons are mainly represented by
the following record structure.
55
RECORD
NZ number of cutting layers
NP[] of size [1..MAXZ]
NP[i] contains number of line segments of the
ith cutting layer
Z[] of size [1..MAXZ]
Z[i] contains the cutter height of the ith
cutting layer
R[] of size [l..MAXZ]
R[i] represents the arc radius of the ith
cutting layer if the building block is CONE or CONES
X[] of size [1..MAXZ] times [O..MAXP]
Y[,] X[ i, j], Y[ i, j] represents the terminus point of the
jth cutting segment at the ith cutting layer
S[,] of size [1..MAXZ] times [l..MAXP]
S[i,j] represents the type of the jth cutting
segment at the ith cutting layer.
0 denotes straight line cutting segment.
-1 denotes the segment is eliminated during
merging operation
k denotes an arc cutting segment with arc center
at (C[k,l], C[k,2]) and radius R[i]
C[,] of size [l..4] times [1..2]
contain coordinates of all arc center (s) of CONE or
CONES building block
END.
where MAXZ is the maximum number of cutting layers allowed
(the system limits MAXZ= 15) and MAXP is the maximum number
of cutting segments allowed at each cutting layer (the




This chapter describes an algorithm that eliminates
overlapping cutter paths if layers of two building blocks
intersect with each other. Supposing that there are two
cutter paths cutting two different building blocks at the
same cutter height as shown in Figure 6.1. The purpose of
merging operation is to reduce the two cutter path contours


































Figure 6.2 Partially eliminated cutter pathe
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The method which is empolyed in this syslem is
described briedfly as follows.
(1)
Compute the coordinates of two intersecting points
(cut[1] and cut [2]) The intersecting points could be
(1) between line/line/
(ii) between line/are; arc/line
(iii) between arc/arc
(2) we cosider the elimination of the letf hand side cutter
path contour first (we called it the prvoT cutter path
contour and the right hand side cutter path contour is
called NoNPIVOT cutter path in this disscussion)
(3) suppose the original left hand side cutter position
order are 0-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9. Inserting cut[1] and
cut[2] into the sequence, the new sequence becomes as
0-1-2-3-cut[1]-4-cut[2]-5-67-8-9. Graphically, the
segments cut [1] -3-4-cut[2]should be eliminated by
setting their corresponding cutting type as -1 in the
program logic. The fact that the distance between point
2 and point M (M is the approximate center of the
NONPIVOT cutter path contour ) is grater than that
between cut[1] and M can be used to deduce that cutter
position point 3 should be eliminated
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The cutter paths elimination must be done for two
overlapping cutter paths at the same height. For computing
the eliminated cutter paths for the PIVOT building block, it
is naturally required for all NONPIVOT cutter paths to be at
the same cutter height for other building blocks.
This approach for the merging operation was proved to
be successful in the second run unit of this CAD/CAM system*
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CHAPTER 7
EXAMPLES FOR CREATING BUILDING BLOCKS
This chapter shows typical examples for creating
building blocks by using the system illustrated by means of
photographs obtained from the workstation graphics screen.
Usually the system will prompt the user to input appropriate
data for primitives. After entering valid parameters, the
system computes the corresponding cutter path contours and
displays them on the screen for visual checking.
The contents of photographs are the followings.
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Photo 7.1 Input guide for CONE
Photo 7.2 Cutter paths for a typical CONE
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LIIER PATHS FOR ELEMENT COME (1) * SATISFIED ?
SIDE-X SIDE-Y
PLAN ISO
Photo 7.3 Cutter paths for a hemisphere
SIDE-X -SIDE
PLAN ISO
Photo 7.4 Cutter paths for a vertical CONE
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Photo 7.5 Cutter paths for a sharp CONE
Photo 7.6 Input guide for CONES
(CONE with separations)
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Photo 7.7 Cutter paths for a CONES with YSEPR=YSEPL=O
Photo 7.8 Cutter paths for a CONES with YSEPR=O
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Photo 7.9 Cutter paths for a typical CONES
Photo 7.10 Cutter paths for a CONES with YSEPL=YSEPR
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Photo 7.11 Input guide for CYLI
(with vertical ends)
2 ELEMENT CtI( 1)* SATISFIED
SIDE-X SIDE-Y
PLAN ISD















Photo 7.13 Input guide for CYLIA
(with draft angle ends)
HS FOR ELEMENT CYLIA( 1)* SATISFIED
SIDE-X SIDE-Y
PLAN ISO




Photo 7.15 Input guide for CYLIE
(with ellipsoid ends)
Photo 7.16 Citeer paths for a CYLIE
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Photo 7.17 Input guide for HCONE
(with vertical ends)
Photo 7.18 Cutter paths for a HCONE
(without isometric view)
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Photo 7.19 Input guide for HCONEA
(with draft angle ends)
Photo 7.20 Citter paths for a HCONEA
(without isometric view)
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Photo 7.21 Input guide for TORO



















Photo 7.23 Input guide for an ABLK
SIDE-X SIDE-Y
PLAN ISO
Photo 7.24 Cutter paths for an ABLk
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CHAPTER 8
A TYPICAL USER SESSION: THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF A CRANK- LEVER
This chapter uses an example to describe how a user
interact with the system to design and compute the
manufacturing data of a crank-lever. Before using the
system, we have to analyze the crank lever design in order
to determine how many building blocks should be used and to
which primitive types they belong. All measurements of
building blocks as well as their relative positions with
respect to the lower left hand corner of the cutting block
are then determined. The user should also determine the
size of cutting block, the size Ti, T2 of the cutter tool
and the expected surface finishing required.
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Figure 8.1 Specification of a crank-lever
A specification drawing for a crank-lever is indicated
in Figure 8.1. Suppose that the user measures and








L=44 R=9.525 A=2 RA=90 degrees 47, 44
CYLI E (2) L=120 R=8.638 A=2 RA=5 degrees 107, 82.3
CYLIE(3)
L=23.8 R=15,875 A=2 RA=90 degrees 177.5, 87.2





(All not mentioned units are in mm)
Before invoking the first run unit INPUT of the system,
the user should create a directory under HOME directory.
The format of the directory is ARTxxx where xxx represents
three digit alphanumeric characters. The system will store
relevant input data and computed cutter paths under this
directory. After creating directory ARTOOO, invoke the
first run unit INPUT by typing B/INPUT.
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Photo 8.1 shows that we are using the system to create
a machine part entitled article ART000. The cutting block
size is defined as 230 mm x 110 mm. The cutter size used is
T1=6 mm and T2=3 mm. EPS and EPSEDG are defined as 0.5 mm
and 0.5 mm respectively.
Photo 8.1 Input of Ti, T2, EPS, EPSEDG, etc.
Photo 8.2 shows that the machine part is to be build up
by building blocks obtained from 1 CONE and 3 CYLIE. The
system refers to them as CONE (l), CYLIE (1), CYLIE.(2),
CYLIE(3) respectively.
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Photo 8.2 There are 1 CONE and 3 CYLIE building blocks.
Photo 8.3, 8.4 show input data and cutter paths display
for CONE (1).
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Photo 8.3 Input data for CONE(1)
Photo 8.4 Cutter paths for CONE (1)
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photo 8.5, 8.6 show input data and cutter paths display
for CYLIE(1)
Photo 8.5 Input data for CYLIE(1)
Photo 8.6 CUtter paths for CYLIE(1)
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Photo 8.7, 8.8 show input data and cutter paths display
for CYLIE (2).
Photo 8.7 Input data for CYLIE(2)
Photo 8.8 Cutter paths for CYLIE (2)
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Photo 8.9, 8.10 show input data and cutter paths
display for CYLIE (3)
Photo 8. 9 Input data for CYLIE(3)
Photo 8.10 Cutter paths for CYLIE(3)
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After finishing this run unit, we have the computed
cutter paths stored in files ART000/01, ART000/02 ART000/03
and ART000/04 in the same input order. However, this is
transparent to the user and the user is not aware of their
existence. All input data such as XSIZE, YSIZE, Tl, T2,
EPS, EPSEDG as well as all parameters for each building
block are recorded in file ART000/00.
The next user action is to invoke the second run unit
"MERGE" by typing ME/MERGE. There are two ways to place the
created building blocks on the screen. One is by the
built-in digitizer of the SEIKO 9500. The other method is
by using keyboard input. Because of the resolution of the
graphic screen, we usually use digitizer for rough
positional placement and then further use keyboard input to
define the exact x,y coordinates of the positions of all
buiding blocks. The sequence of operations is described as
follows.
Photo 8.11 shows that the cutter paths for CONE(1) are
drawn in green on the center of the screen and are waiting
to be placed by using the built-in digitizer. The OX,OY
values at the lower right hand corner show the current
position of CONE(l) in co-ordinates associated with the
block size. The other x,y values on the bottom right hand
corner is the display resolution such that 0 x 511 and
y 479. In Photo 8.12, after placing CONE(1) at 47.358,
71.037, the system asks if the user want to use keyboard
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input. We can use it to place CONE(1) at x=47 y=71 exactly
immediately below the display for OX and OY. If the
position is confirmed, the cutter paths 'will change from
white to red as seen in Photo 8.13.
Photo 8.11 Placing of CONE(l)
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Photo 8.12 Keyboard inout
Photo 8.13 CONE (1) placed
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Similarily, the CYLE(l) is placed in Photo 8.14, the
cutter paths elimination can be done if needed as seen in
Photo 8.15.
Photo 8.14 CYLIE(l) placed
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Photo 8.15 Merging between CONE(1) and CYLIE(1)
Photo 8.16 shows the placing of CYLI E (2) and Photo 8.17
shows the placing of CYLIE(3).
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Photo 8.16 CYLIE(2) placed
Photo 8.17 CYLI E (3) placed
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Finally Photo 8.18 shows the result of the complete
merging operation to produce a crank
lever. A plan view of
the physical model of this crank
lever is shown in
Photo 8.19 and Photo 8.20 with a different
viewing angle.
TTEF FHTHS . FINISHED
Photo 8.18 Merging operation done
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Photo 8.19 Physical model of the crank-lever (top view)
Photo 8.20 Physical model of the crank-lever (side view)
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It should be noted that the merging operation can be
performed on an incremental basis (i.e. reducing
overlapping building blocks one at a time). Alternatively,
the merging operation can be performed after all building




This chapter describes briefly the procedures to build
up the software system if all the source PASCAL programs as
well as all the development tools including .iRMX-86 PASCAL
compiler PASC86, iRMX-86 linker LINK86, a graphic library
and all system run-time support libraries are available
under iRMX-86 operating system. The graphic library and
relevant run-time support libraries include the followings.
GRAPH.LIB- The graphic library
P86RN0.LIB- Formatting and I/O libraries
P86RNl.LIB which are required for any
run-time I/O support
P86RN2.LIB- Default logical record system
P86RN3.LIB libraries
8087.LIB- The 8087 Numeric Data Processor
support library
CEL87.LIB- The floating-point built-in function
EH87.LIB libraries
LARGE.LIB- The UDI (Universal Development system
Interface) library
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There are two run units in this CAD/CAM system. The
first one is INPUT unit allowing users to input the
primitive types to be used and their numbers. Then all
parameters are entered for creating building blocks from
chosen primitives. After execution of this unit, all input
data as well as the computed cutter paths are stored in
appropriate files. The second units is MERGE which places
all defined building blocks and performs the merge operation
between them if they intersect with each other. After the
merging operation, location of each building block as well
as their modified cutter paths are stored.
Although the two run units are independent of each
other, the first unit is usually invoked and to generate
building blocks to the second unit for merging the building
blocks. Attempt has been made to incorporate and to
integrate these two subsystems as one single run unit.
However as each unit is already heavily overlaid and it was
decided that it would be best to separate the input stage
and merging stage as two independent run units.
9.1 THE FIRST RUN UNIT FOR INPUT PURPOSE
.To build up the first run unit, we have a diskette
containing the following PASCAL programs under directory B.
CADM.PAS which controls the flow of this unit
F.PAS contains function definition ATN2
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G.PAS contains procedures GETINT, GETREAL,
GETYORN
GRH.PAS contains modified graphics procedures
SYS.PAS contains a dummy procedure that uses
all built-in functions/procedures used
by other modules
EDG.PAS computes cutter paths at intersection
between two surfaces with draft angles
JOB1.PAS contains program that read the followings
(1) Article no.
(2) X,Y sizes of cutting block
(3) Default Tl,T2,EPS,EPSEDG values
(4) Number of elements for each
primitive type
JOB2A.PAS monitors inputs for CONE and CONES
JOB2B.PAS monitors inputs for ABLK, ABLKX and
ABLKCS
JOB2C.PAS monitors inputs for CYLI, CYLIA and
CYLIE
JOB2D.PAS monitors inputs for HCONE, HCONEA
and TORO
CONE.PAS contain computational routines for
CONES.PAS inputting data, computing, displaying
ABLK.PAS and storing cutter paths of the








There are approximately 5,000 lines of PASCAL source
code excluding comments for all the above procedures in the
first run unit. Invoke iRMX-86 PASCAL compiler PASC86 to
the above PASCAL programs. For instance, the following
command compiles program stored in file B/CADM.PAS. The
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compiler output will be B/CADM.OBJ.
PASC86 B/CADM.PAS
After obtaining all the object files, invoke iRMX-86
linker LINK86 to produce the following root and OVERLAYS.















TO B/ROOT.LNK OVERLAY (ROOT)
(2) B/JOB1.LNK by typing
LINK86 B/JOB1.OBJ TO B/JOB1.LNK OVERLAY(JOB1)




TO B/JOB2A. LNK OVERLAY(JOB2A)















B/JOB2C. LNK OVERLAY (JOB2C)







The final executable image B/INPUT can be obtained
by typing
LINK86 B/ROOT. LNK, &
B/JOB 1. LNK, &
B/JOB 2A. LNK, &




9.2 THE SECOND RUN UNIT FOR MERGING
To build up the second run unit, we should have the
following PASCAL programs under directory ME.
MERGE.PAS monitors all the control flows of
this unit
F.PAS as described above
G.PAS as described above
GRH.PAS as described above
SYS.PAS as described above
EDG.PAS as described above
INI.PAS reads all relevant data including
article no., no. of element of each




contains procedure which finds the
intersection between two line segments
JOBA.PAS
places the defined building blocks
one by one and computes whether
they intersect with each other
JOBB.PAS
controls the flow of eliminating all
overlapping cutter paths
PPRE.PAS
reads cutter paths information of the
pivot element
PPM.PAS
modifies cutter paths information of
the pivot element
PPW.PAS
saves modified cutter paths
information
PQ.PAS does one cycle of eliminating cutter
paths when cutter paths of both pivot
and non-pivot element have the same
height
QQ.PAS
controls the computing of cutter paths
for non-pivot element when cutter
heights are known
R.PAS redisplays the graphic screen
QQCONE.PAS called by QQ.PAS for computing the
QQCONES.PAS cutter paths of non-pivot element









There are approximately. 4,000 lines- of PASCAL source
code in this second run unit. After invoking iRMX-86 PASCAL
compiler PASC86 to the above PASCAL modules and having the
corresponding object modules, use LINK86 to produce the
following root and OVERLAYS.
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TO ME/ROOT.LNK OVERLAY (ROOT)
(2)} ME/JOBA.LNK by typing
LINK86 ME/JOBA.OBJ TO ME/JOBA.LNK OVERLAY (JOBA)




















TO ME/JOBB. LNK OVERLAY (JOBB)
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Finally link all overlays with the root to produce the
executable unit ME/MERGE by typing







The present system as developed on the Seiko-9500 has
one significant drawback and requires two separate- run units
for a design/manufacture session. This is largely due to
the fact that the system is quite a large one with
approximately 10,000 lines of Pascal source code. With the
memory capacity of 512 Kbytes and with each run unit already
heavily overlaid, the need for separating the system into two
run units is perhaps inevitable.
A model known as Seiko-9100 is now available in the
market with the same price level as the Seiko-9500. The
Seiko-9100 is identical to the Seiko-9500 apart from
different packaging and the fact that the Seiko-9100
supports 896 Kbytes of memory.
According to the calculation for memory requirment, it
is most likely that the present system can be installed in a
Seiko-9100 as one run unit. In as far as a typical user is
concerned, the system as one run unit enables the user to
switch between the creating building block mode and
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"placement and merging mode at will and would offer better
design flexibility to the user of the system.
The enhancement mentioned aboved is related to the
amount of memory available. There are two other hardware
enhancements that is considered to be likely in the future
by the Seiko company. One concerns with the number
crunching power and it is likely that the use of Intel 80286
and Intel 80287 would boost compute bound performance by a
factor of two to three. The other hardware enhacement is in
the area of graphics display speed which has direct impact
on the placement operation. A graphics processor with a
display speed of approximately 20 times faster than the
current graphics display speed with be used in the future
Seiko model. In as far as a user of the system is
concerned, the placement operation is no longer a discrete
process and with the 20 times faster graphics processing
speed, the user can acutally real time drag a building
block from one part of the screen to another part of the
screen before performing merging operation.
The hardware enhancement in the areas of
(1) memory expansion,.
(2) higher compute bound power,
and (3) higher graphics display performance,
will undoubtedly ensures the system to be more desirable and
attractive to end users involved in using the system as a
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tool for CAD/CAM.
The enhancements will be upward compatible which means




Further developments in ascending order of priorities
are:
(1) inclusion of cavity primitives so that.machine parts
with elevated surfaces as well as depressions can be
catered for,
(2) dimensioning capability and sectioning capability
for engineering documentation purpose,
(3) calculation of bills of material based on the volume
of the designed and manufactured machine part,
(4) based on the cutter paths for milling the machine
part, the NC milling-machine time for cutting the
machine part can be deduced.
and (5) mathematical and digital model for the machine part




The proposed system [12,13,14] is based on the approach
of building block-shape operation for the design and
manufacturing of machine parts.
When referred to the results produced by the system,
the objective of the proposed project is undoubtedly
achieved. When taking into the account of response time,
throughput, ease of use, etc. the system is more than
satisfactory on all these aspects.
For example, the time to compute the cutter path for a
building block based on the CONE primitive takes only 1
second. The time to compute the cutter path for a building
block based on the cylinder with ellipsoid end primitive
is only 6 seconds.
In general, the time to compute building block cutter
path varies between one to six seconds and this can be
considered to be acceptable response time. When compare
with other CAD/CAM system in the market, the proposed system
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is actually more responsive in as far as generating cutter
path for building blocks is concerned.
During the placement and merging phase and again
taking the crank-lever as an example, placement of the four
building blocks is only a matter of one to two minutes.
After all the four building blocks are in their respective
orientation in space, the merging routine is invoked and it
took only 46 seconds to produce the proper crank-lever with
all overlapping cutter path eliminated.
The proposed system, when viewed from the features
available, easy of use, responsiveness and throughput,
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LOW COST CAD /CAM SYSTEM FOR MACHINE PARTS
W. B. NGAI and Y. K. CHAN
Department of Computer Science
Chinese University of Hong Kong
New Territories
HONG KONG
A CAD/CAM system known as MODCON(1,2,3) has shown to be useful for producing machine
parts such as rocker-lever, connecting-rods, etc.. In spite of the usefulness of the MODCON
system, it suffers the inherent disadvantage of a batch system and therefore does not
is now proposed which is conceptually similar to the MODCON system, The proposed system is
implemented on a micro-processors based machine which includes a cntral processor, a
numerical data processor and another processor for I/o, This low-cost/high-power machine
enables a designer to interactively design a machine part to his satisfaction before a N,C,
paper tape is produced for manufacturing purpose.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are a variety of CAD/CAM systems for
the design and manufacturing of geometric
components in the mechanical and industrial
engineering areas. These type of geometric
components are usually referred to as
machine parts. Some better known CAD/CAM
systems for thedesign and manufacturing of
machine parts. based on the "primitive" and
"shape operation" approach, are BUILD(4),
PADL(5) , ROMULUS(6) and MODCON. of these
systems, the MODCON is more oriented
tawards the manufacturing aspect rather
than the design aspect. Currently, the
MODCON offers no interactive design
capability for a designer to interactively
design a machine part and then subsequently
to manufacture the machine part using a n.
C. machine. Nevertheless, the MODCON
system has shown tobe capable of prcducing
a variety of complex machine parts based on
drawing specifications. The other
disadvantage of the MODCON system is that
it was implemented as a batch system on an
expansive mainframe which is beycnd the
financial resource of small and medium
companies. Therefore, the MODCON system
were to be enchanced to include interactive
design feature, inexpansive dedicated
computer or a computer with time-sharing
O/S and graphics Input-output periherals
should be chosen. On a cost to
effectiveness basis, a Seiko 9500 is chose
for implementing the proposed interactive
CAD/CAM system. The Seiko 9500 is a single
user system which is a micro-processors
based system consisting of INTEL 8086, 8087
and 8088. The 8086 is the central
processor, while as the 8087and 8088 are
used for number crunching and I/O,
espectively. The system also consists of
two mini-floppy disc drives giving a total
of 1.2 M-bytes of formatted capacity
Interactive design of machine part using
the proposed system can achieved by the
graphice capability of the seiko 9500 which
has a raster-scan CRT with 512 * 48
display resolution on 8 colours. This
paper demonstrates hwo low cost and yet
powerful CAD/CAM syscem can be achieved
with acceptable response time and
throughput.
2. SOLID PRIMITIVES IN THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is a low cost system
which aims to provide genuine design as
well as manufacturing capablility in order
to produce machine part by N. C. milling.
The approach of the proposed system is very
similar to the MODCON system which allows a
machine part to be built from a collection
of individual components. The components
are previously created from the
"PRIMITIVEs" available from the proposed
system. The synthesis of components to
form a machine part is referred to as the
"MERGE" operation. The components which
are created from a set of primitives in the
system are referred to as the "PRIMITIVE"
operation. The primitives available in the
proposed system such that components are
created from "PRIMITIVE" operation and then
"MERGEd" to form a machine part are :-
CONE+, ELLIPSOID+, ARC-BLOCK+, PRISM+,
CURVE+, TOROID+
The "+" signs appended at the end of the
primitive identifiers indicated that these
primitives are used for creating solid
components which protrudes from a flat
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surface. The solid components created can
then be "MERCEd" together form a complex
machine part lying on a flat surface. As
the proposed system is designed to cater
fcr manufacturing machine parts by forging
and casting, the primitives in the proposed
system are considerably more complex in
physical characteristics than the
primltives used in other CAD/CAM systems.
The more complex physical characteristics
cf a truncated cone specified from CONF+ is
cbviously illustrated frcm the basic data
in Figure 1. The basic data include "RE"
abd "X" usually referred to as edge radius
and draft angle. Typically the edge radius
is of the order 3 mm in order to eliminate
any sharp edges which might exist in a
ccmponent. Typically the draft angle is
approximately 5-7 degrees in order to avcid
any vertical faces. During forging
cperation to produce a machine part the
existence of either sharp edge or vertical
face can cause die crack and therefore must
be avoided by using the parameters "RE" and
"X". On the other hand, primitives which
are more complex in their physical
characteristics enables a variety cf shapes
tc be created from the same "PRIMITIVE" and
therefore covers a wider application area.
This advantage is clearly demonstrated by
teference to the CONE+ primitive. Figure 1
illustrates the shape, basic data and
additional data for a typical truncated
ccne. The lower right hand side component
of photo 2 is obtained by using typical
basic data of a truncated cone withcut
additional data. By assigning other values
cf the basic data, three other components
in photo 2 are obtained and these are
hemisphere, sharp circular cone and
vertical cylinder when viewed from the
right hand side to the left hand side of
phcto 2 .By using typical basic data for
specifying a truncated cone as well as
different values for addition data, four
other components are also shown in photo 2.
All these components in fact. protrudes from
a flat surface and that the resolution for
the components in photo 2 can be improved
and indeed the resolution of the ccmponents
manufactured by N. C. milling can be
specified by the designer using the
prcposed system.The specification for
defining the resolution is dealt with in
mcre deatil in the next sction.From time
tc time it is necessary tc manufacture
machine parts with cavity embedded onto
scme other solid components. For this
reason, the propcsed system will also have
"PRIMITIVES" for creating
impression/impressions on a flat surface
but will not be dealt with in here.
3. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICA AND EXAMPLE
FROM ARC-BLOCK+
One of the "PRIMITIVEs" in the prcposed
system is referred to as ARC-BLOCK+.
Ccmponents, created from the ARC-BLOCK+,
have been successfully used with other
components to form a complex
connecting-rod(1,2,3).The geometry of a
typical component created from ARC-BLOCK+
can be best illustrated by referring to
Figure 3a, 3b and 3c which contain the plan
view and the two side views. Figure 3b
illustrates one of the parameters "RE"
which is usually known as edge radfus and
has the same significance as the "RE" in
Figure 1. Figure 3a conations two sequences
of short curve lines which indicates the
visual effect of edge radius alcng the
edges which wculd otherwise be sharp. A
typical ARC-BLOCK+ compcnent is illustrated
in photo 4. photo 5 illustrates the N. c.
cutter-path for machining the compcnent in
photo 4. In photo 5 it can be readily seen
that the flat tcp of the component is made
possible by the cutter-path indicated by
the green rectangular closed ccntours. The
edge radius near the flat top is cutted by
the white contours as indicated ty the
parameters "RE" in Figure 3b .The "ARC"
radius is cutted by the white and red
cutter contcurs when referred to Figure 3c.
The bottom ccntours in photo 5 illustrates
the cutter-path for millign the sioping
side faces when referred to the psarameters
"xx" and "xy in Fogires 3b and 3c . An
iscmetric view of the cutter-path is also
shown in Phctc 5, from which the presence
of edge radius running along the edges can
be easily observed.
4. CUTTER-PATH FOR N. C. MILLING AN
ARC-BLOCK+ COMPONENT
Figure 6 shows the variety of cutters that
can be used for manufacturing components as
wel as machine parts. Figure 6a
illustrates a typal cutter while as
Figures 6b adn 6c illustrate ad end mill
cutter as well as a ball endded cutter. In
Photo 5. it can be seen that a ccmponent
specified from the ARC-BLOCK+is actually
seperated into 4 regicns for N. C.
milling. These 4 regicns are indicated by
the green contcurs for cutting the flat
top, the white contours for cutting the
edge radius near the flat top, the red
contours for cutting the ARC radius and the
bottom green contours for cutting the
sloping faces. The contours illustrated in
Photo 5 in fact are cutter paths for N. C.
milling the component shown in Pheto 4.
The physical characteristics of the cutter
used in shown in Figure 6a. The cutter
path calculation for N. C. milling the
flat top is relatively easy and is related
to the cutter parameters T1, T2 and the
ARC-BLOCK+ parameters XSEP and YSEP. WHen
claculating the vertical cutter path
seperation for the edge radius near the
flat top. the resolution for cutting canbe
specified as "EPSEDG" by the user of the
proposed system and this is illustrated in
Figure 7. When referring to Figure 7, it
can be seen that the specification for
"EPSEDG" in fact implicitly determines the
vertical separation of two discrete
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vertical distance of two cutter passes 12b show the plan view and the perspective
denoted by Z1 and Z2. Photo 5 shows view of a component from the PRISM+
that 7 vertical cutter paths are used to primitive. It is called PRISM+ as it
produce the edge radius near the flat top. resembles a prism lying on one of its four
Figure 8 illustrates how vertical cutter sloping sides rather than lying on its
base. In some ways the PRISM+ can bepath separation are calculated, when given
ARC radius of the ARC-BLOCK+ component, considered as an ARC-BLOCK+ with tapering
cutter characteristics Ti and T2 and a user on one end and having a sloping face rather
specified parameter EPS which governs the than a horizontal flat face. Photo 13a and
resolution of the component. In Photo 5 it Photo 13b show another component from the
can be seen that 10 vertical cutter paths PRISM+. Photo 14 shows the cutter pathsare used to cut the lower part of the ARC for N. C. machining the ccmponent shown
radius. The upper part of the ARC radius in Photos 13a and 13b.
has been cutted at an earlier stage during
the cutting for edge radius. Figure 9
shows the cutting of one cf the four 6. A CRANK-SHAFT FROM ARC-BLOCK+ AND PRISM+
sloping faces bounding the ARC-BLOCK+ COMPONENTS
component. Again the resolution for
cutting is chosen by the user in terms of Based on the horizontal cylinder shown in
EPS. The EPS parameter has the same Photo 10 and a component from PRISM+ shown
in Photos 13a and 13b, an attempt was mademeaning and significance for both Figure 8
and Figure 9. From Figure 9, it can be to produce a crank-shaft based on these
components. The operation involved inseen that the vertical cutter path
producing the crank-shaft is to orient theseparation is calculated when given the
angle of the sloping face, EPS, Ti and necessary components in the appropriate
T2. In Photo 5 it can be seen that 15 positions and then to MERGE them. In
this case, the meaning of MERGE is invertical cutter paths are used for cutting
fact to reduce the overlapping cutterthe ARC-BLOCK+ component in Photo 4. In
paths. Photo 15 shows the final cutterpractice, since the edge radius is in the
paths after merging cutter paths from theorder of 3 mm and therefore a large value
of EPSEDG may mean that only a couple of cylinder components and the PRISM+
components. The green and white colours invertical cutter paths are employed for
Photo 15 are horizontal cylinders fromcutting the edge radius region. This is
ARC-BLOCK+ component while as the reddishnot acceptable as the 3 mm edge radius will
colour are PRISM+ components. The actualnot be truely represented and it is fcund
physical crank-shaft produced by N. C.that at least five vertical cutter paths
machining is shown in Photo 16 and 17.are necessary. From experience it is found
that the. parameter EPSEDG should be
around 0.01 mm for typical cutter size T1
and T2. Again, from experience, EPS 7. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
should be chosen to be around 0.1 for
With results so for obtained from thetypical cutter in order that satisfactory
porposed system, it can be seen that a userresolution is to be obtained. Ti and T2
can verify the cutter path for individualare typically of 1/8 inch radius and 1/16
component as well as to verify the cutterinch radius. If the above recommended
path foria machine part before generating avalues for EPSEDG, EPS, Ti and T2 are
paper tape for N. C. machining. Withchosen then the ARC-BLOCK+ component
graphics capability the proposed systemmachined will have an acceptable
'will, at a later stage, enable a user toresolution. In fact, these recommended
interactively design components based onvalues are applicable for components
the available PRIMITIVEs and then dragspecified from other PRIMITIVES in order
individual components into their respectivetc ensure suitable N. C. machining positions in the X-Y plane and then MERGE
resolution.
this collection of components to form a
complete machine part. At this moment in
time, only interpreted BASIC with graphics5. AN ARC-BLOCK+ COMPONENT AND TWO PRISM+
extention is available and the computingCOMPONENTS
time for evaluating cutter path for
ELLIPSOID+ components can take up to 2Photo 10 shows a component that is obtained
minutes on the Seiko 9500. This clearly isfrom the ARC-BLOCK+ primitive. It can be
not acceptable in terms of interactiveseen that Photo 10 actually represents a
design.( 11However, the Seiko 9500 does havehcrizontal cylinder. In general, a
a FGRTKAN compiler without graphicshorizontal cylinder can be obtained by
extention and hands on experience showedchoosing appropriate parameters for the
that FORTRAN generated object code for CPUARC-BLOCK+ primitive such that- YSEP=O,
bound programs actually executeLY=2*ARC, and ARC=VH indicated in Figures
approximately 20 times faster than the3a and 3c. The cutter paths for N. C.
equivalent BASIC version. With PASCAL andmachining the hcrizontal cylinder is shown
FORTRAN soon to be available with graphicsin Photo 11. The presence of edge radius
extention, the proposed system'will then beand draft angle to avoid die crack can be
truely interactive in terms of designeasily seen in Photo 11. Phctcs 12a and
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response time as well as throughput. Apart REFERENCES
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Bcsic dclg addlonal data
Bigre 1 Characteristic data for primitive CCNE+



















Figure 3 Physical charateristics of an ARC-BLOCK+componet
xx
Photo A Nodel of an ARC-3Lock+ component
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Photo 5 Multi-view of ARC-BLOCK + component cutter paths
Figure 6.1 Figure 6.2 Figure 6.3
A typical cutter



























Figure 8 Vertical cutter path separation at "ARC" region based on "EPS"
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EPS
Figure 9 Vertical cutter path separation at sloping face based on "EPS"
Photo 11 Mu1ti-view of SYLINOTS cutter nathsPhoto 10 Cylinder from ARC-BLOCK+
128
Photo 12a,b Model of a PRISM+ component
Photo 13a,b Model of another PRISM+ component
129
Photo 14 Cutter paths for a PRTSM+ compcnent
photo 15 Cutter paths for a crank-shaft
130
Photo 16 Top view of a crank-shaft mo:el
Photo 17 Perspective view of a crank-shaft model
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LOW COST CAD/CAM SYSTEM FOR MACHINE PARTS
W. B. Ngai and Y. K. Chan
Department of Computer Science
Chinese University of Hong Kong
New Territories, Hong Kong
ABSTRACT
A CAD/CAM system known as the MODCON(1,2,3) has shown to be
useful for producing machine parts such as rocker-lever, connecting-
rods, etc. In spite of the usefulness of the MODCON system, it
suffers the inherent disadvantage of a batch system and therefore
does not. interact with a MODCON user wishing to design a machine
part. Ari interactive CAD/CAM system is now proposed which is con-
ceptually similar to the MODCON system. The proposed system is-
implemented on a microprocessors based machine which includes a
central processor, a numerical data processor and another processor
for I/O. This low-cost/high-power machine enables a designer to
interactively design a machine part to his satisfaction before a
N.C. paper tape is produced for manufacturing purpose.
INTRODUCTION
There are a variety of CAD/CAM systems for the design and
manufacturing'of geometric components in the mechanical and indus-
trial engineering areas. These type of geometric components are
usually referred to as machine parts. Some better known CAD/CAM
systems for the design and manufacturing of machine parts, based on
the primitive and shape operation approach, are BUILD(4),
PADL(5), ROMULUS(6) and MODCON. Of these sytems, the MODCON is
more oriented towards the manufacturing aspect rather than the
design aspect. Currently, the MODCON offers no interactive design
capability for a designer to interactively design a machine part
and then subsequently to manufacture the machine part using a N.C.
machine. Nevertheless, the MODCON system has shown to be capable
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of producing a variety of complex machine parts based on drawing
specifications. The other disadvantage of the MODCON system is
that it was implemented as a batch system on an expensive mainframe
which is beyond the financial resource of small and medium companies.
Therefore, if the MODCON system were to be enhanced to include inter-
active design feature, inexpensive dedicated computer or a computer
with time-sharing 0/S and graphics Input-Output peripherals should
be chosen. On a cost to effectiveness basis, a Seiko 9500 is chosen
for implementing the proposed interactive CAD/CAM system. The Seiko
9500 is a single user system which is a microprocessors based system
consisting of INTEL 8086, 8087, 8088. The 8086 is the central pro-
cessor, while as the 8087 and 8088 are used for number crunching and
I/O, respectively. The system also consists of two mini-floppy disc
drives giving a total of 1.2 M-bytes of formatted capacity. Interac-
tive design of machine part using the proposed system can be achieved_
by the graphics capability of the Seiko 9500 which has a raster-scan
CRT with 512* 480 display resolution in 8 colors. This paper
demonstrates how low cost and yet poerful CAD/CAM system can be
achieved with acceptable response time and throughput.
SOLID PRIMITIVES IN THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is a low-cost system which aims to provide
genuine design as well as manufacturing capability in order to
produce machine part by N.C. milling. The approach of the proposed
system is very similar-to the MODCON system which allows a machine
part to be built from a collection of individual components. The
components are previously created from the PRIMITIVEs available
from the proposed system. The synthesis of components to form a
machine part is referred to as. the MERGE operation. The compo---
nents which are created from a set of primitives in the system are
referred to as the PRIMITIVE operation. The primitives available
in the proposed system such that components are created from
PRIMITIVE operation and then MERGEd to form a machine part are
CONE+, ELLIPSOID+, ARC-BLOCK+, PRISM+, CURVE+, TOROID+
The "+" signs appended at the end of the primitive identifiers
indicates that these primitives are used for creating solid compo-
nents which protrudes from a flat surface. The solid components
created can then be MERGEd together to form a complex machine
part lying on a flat surface. As the proposed system is designed
to cater for manufacturing machine parts by forging and casting,
the primitives in the proposed system are considerably more complex
in physical characteristics than the primitives used in other
CAD/CAM systems. The more complex physical characteristics of a
truncated cone specified from CONE+ is obviously illustrated from
the basic data in Figure I. The basic data include RE and a
usually referred to as edge radius and draft angle. Typically, the











Bask data additional data
Figure 1. Characteristic data for primitive CONE+.
edge radius is of the order 3 mm in order to eliminate any sharp
edges which might exist in a component. Typically, the draft angle
is approximately 5-7 degrees in order to avoid any vertical faces.
During forging operation to produce a machine part the existence of
either sharp edge or vertical face can cause die crack and therefore
must be avoided by using the parameters "RE" and "a". On the other
hand, primitives which are more complex in their physical charac-
teristics enables a variety of shapes to be created from the same
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"PRIMITIVE" and therefore covers a wider application area. This
advantage is clearly demonstrated by reference to the CONE+ primi-
tive. Figure 1 illustrates the shape, basic data and additional
data for a typical truncated cone. The lower right hand side com-
ponent of Photo 2 is obtained by using typical basic data of a
truncated cone without additional data. By assigning other values
of the basic data, three other components in Photo 2 are obtained
and these are hemisphere, sharp circular cone and vertical cylinder
when viewed from the right hand side to the left hand side of
Photo 2. By using typical basic data for specifying a truncated
cone as well as different values for additional data, other compo-
nents are also shown in Photo 2. All these components in fact
protrudes from a flat surface and that the resolution for the com-
ponents in Photo 2 can be improved and indeed the resolution for
the components manufactured by N.C. milling can be specified by the
designer using the proposed system. The specification for defining
the resolution is dealt with in more detail in the next section.
LX
Y
PX= LYSY Figure 3a
XSEPRE YSEP
ARC ARCdX- VH dY
LX LY
Figure 3b Figure 3c
Figure 3. Physical characteristics of an ARC-BLOCK+ component.
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From time to time it is necessary to manufacture machine parts with
cavity embedded onto some other solid components. For this reason,
the proposed system will also have PRIMITIVEs for creating
impression/impressions on a flat surface but will not be dealt with
in here.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EXAMPLE FROM ARC-BLOCK+
One of the PRIMITIVEs in the proposed system is referred to
as ARC-BLOCK+. Components, created from the ARC-BLOCK+, have been
successfully used with other components to form a complex connecting-
rod [1,2,3]. The geometry of a typical component created from ARC-
BLOCK+ can be best illustrated by referring to Figure 3a, 3b and 3c
which contain the plan view and the two side views. Figure 3b
illustrates one of the parameters RE which is usually known as
edge radius and has the same significance as the RE in Figure 1.
Figure 3a contains two sequences of short curve lines which indi-
cates the visual effect of edge radius along the edges which would
otherwise be sharp. A typical ARC-BLOCK+ component is illustrated
in Photo 4. Photo 5 illustrates the N.C. cutter-path for machining
the component in Photo 4. In Photo 5 it can be readily seen that
the flat top of the component is made possible by the cutter-path
indicated by the green rectangular closed contours. The edge radius
near the flat top is cutted by the white contours as indicated by
the parameters RE in Figure 3b. The ARC radius is cutted by
the white and red cutter contours when referred to Figure 3c. The
bottom contours in Photo 5 illustrates the cutter-path for milling
the sloping side faces when referred to the parameters aX and aY
in Figures 3b and 3c. An isometric view of the cutter-path is also
Photo 4. Model of an ARC-BLOCK+ component.
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Photo 5. Multi-view of ARC-BLOCK+ component cutter paths.
shown in Photo 5, from wich the presence of edge radius rennigng
along the edges can be easily observed
CUTTER-PATH FOR N.C. MILLING AN ARC-BLOCK+ COMPONENT
Figure 6 shows the variety of cutters that can be used for
manufacturing components as well as machine parts. Figure 6a
illustrates a typical cutter while as Figures 6b and 6c illustrate
an end mill cutter as well as a ball ended cutter. In Photo 5, it
can be seen that a component specified from the ARC-BLOCK+ is actu
ally separated into 4 regions for N.C.milling. These 4 regions
are indicated by the green contours for cutting the flat top, the
white contours for cutting the edge radius near the flat top, the
read contours for cutting the ARC radius and the bottom green con
tours for cutting the sloping faces. The contours illustrated in
Photo 5 in fact are cutter paths for N.C. milling the component
shown in Photo 4. The physical charateristics of the cutter used
is shown in Figure 6a. The cutter path calculation for N.C. milling
the flat top is relatively easy and is related to the cutter param
eters T1, T2 and the ARC-BLOCK+ paramerters XSEP and YSEP. when
calculating the vertical cutter path separation for the edge radius
near the flat top, the resolution for cutting can be specified as
"EPSEDG" by the user of the proposed system and this is illustrated
in Figure 7. when referring to Figure 7, it can be seen that the






Figure 6a Figure 6b Figure 6c
A typical cutter An end mill cutter A ball ended cutter
specification for "EPSEDG" in fact implicitly determines the verti-
cal separation of two discrete vertical distance of two cutter
passes denoted by "Z1"and "Z2". Photo 5 shows that Z vertical
cutter paths are used to produce the edge radius near the flat
cop. Figure 8 illustrates how vertical cutter path separation is
calculated, when given "ARC" radius of the ARC-BLOCK+ component,
cutter characteristics T1 and T2 and a user-specified parameter
"EPS" which governs the surface finishing of the component. In
photo 5 it can be seen that 10 vertical cutter paths are used to
cut the lower part of the "ARC" cadius. The upper part of the
"ARC" radius has been cutted at an earlier stage during the cutting
for edge radius. Figure 9 shows the cutting of one of the four
sloping faces bounding the ARC-BLOCK+ component. Again the resolu-
tion for cutting is chosen by the user in terms of "EPS". The
"EPS" parameter has the same meaning and significance for both
Figure 8 and Figure 9. From Figure 9, it can be seen that the
vertical cutter path separation is calculated when given the angle
of the sloping face, "EPS", T1 and T2. In Photo 5 it can be seen
that 15 vertical cutter paths are used for cutting the ARC-BLOCK+
component in photo 4. In practice, since the edge radius is in the
order of 3 mm and therefore a large value of "EPSEDG" may mean that
only a couple of vertical cutter paths are employed for cutting the
edge raddius region. This is not acceptable as the 3mm eddge radius
will not be truly represented and it is found that at least five
vertical cutter paths are necessary. From experience it is found
that the parameter "EPSEDG" should be around 0.01 mm for typical
cutter size T1 and T2. Again, from experience, "EPS" should be
chosen to be around 0.1 mm for rypical cutter in order that satis-
factory surface finishing is to be obtained. T1and T2 are typi-
cally of 1/8 inch radius and 1/16 inch radius. In fact, these
recommended values for "EPSEDG", "EPS", T1 and T2 are applicable
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Figure 7. Vertical cutter path separation at "RE" region based on
"EPSEDG".
for components specified from other "PRIMITIVEs" in order to ensure
suitable N.C. machining surface finishing.
AN ARC-BLOCK+ COMPONENT AND TWO PRISM+ COMPONENTS
Photo 10 shows a component that is obtained from the ARC-
BLOCK+ primitive. It can be seen that Photo 10 actually represents
a horizontal cylinder. In general, a horizontal cylinder can be
obtained by choosing appropriate parameters for the ARC-BLOCK+
primitive such that LY=2*ARC, YSEP=LY and ARC=VH indicated in Fig-
ures 3a and 3c. The cutter paths for N.C. machining the horizontal
cylinder is shown in Photo.11. The presence of edge radius and
draft angle to avoid die crack can be easily seen in Photo 11.
Photos 12a and 12b show the plan view and the perspective view of a
component from the PRISM+ primitive. It is called PRISM+ as it
resembles a prism lying on one of its four sloping sides rather
than lying on its base. In some ways the PRISM+ can be considered
as an ARC-BLOCK+ with tapering on one end and having a sloping face













Vertical cutter path separation at "ABC" region based on
"EPS".
rather than a horizontal flat face. Photos 13a and 13b show another
component from the PRISM+. Photo 14 shows the cutter paths for N.c.
machining the component shown in Photos 13a 13b.
A CRANK-SHAFT FROM ARC-BLOCK+AND PRISM+ COMPONENTS
Based on the horizontal cylinder shown in Photo 10 and a com
ponent from PRISM+shown in Photo 13a and 13b, an attempt was made
to produce a crank-shaft based on these components. The operation
involved in producing the crank-shaft is to orient the necessar
components in the appropriate positions and then to "MERGE" THEM.
in this case, the meaning of "MERGE"is in fact to reduce the over-
Lapping cutter paths. Photo 15 shows the final cutter paths after
merging cutter paths from the cylinder components and thePRIAM+
components. The green and white colors in Photo 15 are horizontal
cvlinders from ARC-BLOCK+ component while as the reddish color are
PRLSM+components. The actual physical crank-crank-shaft produced by
N.C. machining is show in Photos 16 and 17.
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EPS
Figure 9. Vertical cutter path separation at sloping face based on
EPS.
CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
With results so far obtained from the proposed system, it can
be seen that a user can verify the cutter path for individual com-
ponent as well as to verify the cutter path for a machine part
before generating a paper tape for N.C. machining. With graphics
capability the proposed system will, at a later stage, enable a
user to interactively design components based on the available
PRIMITIVEs and then drag individual components into their respec-
tive positions in the X-Y plane and then MERGE this collection of
components to form a complete machine part. At this moment in
time, only interpreted BASIC with graphics extension is available
and the computing time for evaluating cutter path for ELLIPSOID+
components can take up to 2 minutes on the Seiko 9500. This
clearly is not acceptable in terms of interactive design. However,
the Seiko 9500 does have a FORTRAN compiler without graphics exten-
sion and hands-on experience showed that FORTRAN generated object
code for CPU bound programs actually execute approximately 20 times
faster than the equivalent BASIC version. With PASCAL and FORTRAN
soon to be available with graphics extension, the proposed system
will then be truly interactive in terms of design response time as
well as throughput. Apart from the design and manufacturing capa-
bility of the proposed system, the system will be further enhanced
to include features such as volume calculation, center of gravity
calculation and moment of inertia about a given axis. In short
this paper illustrates how a true CAD/CAM system can be implemented
on a low-cost high-performance microprocessors based hardware to
produce results previously expected from hardware systems such as
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Photo 10. Cylinder from ARC-BLOCK+.
the proposed system genuinely represents Low-cost machine part
mainframe and super minis. From an lndustrial user point of view
CAD/CAM automation.
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Photo 11. Multi-view of CYLINDER cutter paths.
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Photo 13a,b. Model of another PRISM+ component. W.B.NGAIAND
Y.K.
CHAN
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Photo 14. Cutter paths for a PRISM+ component.
Photo 15. Cutter paths for a crank-shaft.
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Photo 16. Top view of a crank-shaft model.
Photo 17. Perspective view of a crank-shaft model.
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Lc Forumdcs Nouvelles Images Electroniques va
ottrir uncvision completeet dctaillee dc limpact du
tfraphismepar ordinateurr Ians nosactivitcs journali-
ores. Cela va permettre aux usurers et nouveaux
usurersde voir cc qui cxistc commett*mj &gt;hiques
danslours disciplines ct comprcndrcleur utilisation et
lc potentielquils ottrent.
Montrealest uni(|uc parmiles vilies nord-americaines.
Commesecondeville de lanfiue franyaise. cllc offre
beaucoupdetractions; dcs tours auto guides dans lc
\ ieuxMontreal,uncvieille ville histori(|uc. ((’excellent
hotels ct dcs restaurants tameux. un iwgramtnc
\ aric cfexcursionsa etc crce pourles personnes
accompa^nantcs.
Pourconcilier lc trav ail ct les vacancesfamilialcs. la
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cl(’rent11('.atunlinn('&lt;&gt;nl&lt;r etu&lt;*•&gt;n('.&lt;nnpaurCra
phics.irill {nt*s&lt;nuaspceiatlari l &lt;*ek&lt;&gt;1et'ents:
• courses on Monday27 and Tuesday 28
• jtmtessit &gt;nalpaptrpresentations,panelses¬
sions and lenrkshnps (occrinn computercyra
phics rt’sean h andits applications on
Wednesday29. Thursday3&lt; &gt; andFriday3/.
A /ore than moexpensselectedwith cyrcmtcare by flu'
programcommittee'will participate to the conference.
In addition, this pear's specialei'ents will include:
• u computeraenerutedt-ilm Festival
• a l Uciit(11 Musicconcertand
• an exhibition of ComputerCraphics hardware
and software.
Morethan at any precious conference. GraphicsInter
face &lt;S5will paint a completeanddetailedpic tare of
the impactyraphicstechnolt&gt;yyis hucincjonthe way
u'c work, manatyeand /corn. I hc conferencehas been
plannedto proeidenewandpt &gt;tential userswith a
shou'cascof (U'ailul)lc technoh&gt;yywith ryuidancen't
scleetiny whatthey need..
Montreal is unicjueumonaSorthAmericancities. As
the world'ssecondlurycst French spcukincyc ity.
Mori treat presentsmanyattractions: sclf-ciaidcd walk
iny tours in \icux Montreal,tin* historic heart of the
city, fine hotels andworld famousrestaurants. A var¬
ied programmeof excursions has been created for
aeeompanyincjpcrs&lt;&gt;ns.
To combinework, familcj vacation, relaxation and
reflection, cometo Montrt'al to (iraphics Interface* s5.
N. Majfnenat- Thalmann[). Thalmann
ITcsidcntc dc I'rcsident da comite
la (,(inference du proyramme
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LOW COST GEOMETRIC MODELLING SYSTEM FOR CAM
W. B. NEAT. and Y. K. CIIAN
Department of Computer Scicnce
Chinese University of Hong Kong
HONG KONG
ABSTRACT
A geometric modelling system is imple-
mented on a ].ow cost, medium resolution,
fact tend to demonstrate visual realismcolour' graphies workstation.Whun conl-
.rather than physical realism in theDared with other CAD/CAM systems for the
form of physical models manufactured bydesign and manufacture of engineering
Numerical Control machine. The systemcmponents, the proposed system is more
proposed in here is a CAD/CAM systemoriented towards the manfcturing of
with emphasis on CAM and yet offer de-3-dimensionall geometric model using
sign capability to a designer. In asNumarical Control machine. The colour
far as using the proposed system is con-graphics capability allows a designer
cerned, there can be two approaches.to interactively create simple 3-dimen-
One approach is the traditional practicesionnl goometric shapes as the building
in which a specification drawing isblocks for complex 3-dimensional engi-
already available and the user simplynccring component. By shape operation
interprets the drawing and discretiseon the building blocks interactively
the complex engineering drawing speci-
with feed bdlck From the graphical fication into many building blocks.screen, the final design as appeared on The building blocks are then shape
the graphical screen can then be manu-
operated to reproduce the engineeringfcicturcd by Numerical Control machine
component visually on the graphicalsubject to designer specified manufa-
screen as well as physically by Numericalturing parameters such as Numerical
Control machine. To put it simply,Control machine cutter size and the de-
the user can be considered as a partgree of surface finishing.
programmer responsible for producing a
KEYWORDS: building blocks, CAD, CAM, physical model based on a specification
cutter path, geometric modelling, drawing. When compared with part
Numerical Control machining, shape programming language such as APT(5) to
operation produce a physical model, the power and
the ease-of-use of the proposed system
INTRODUCTION can be easily seen. Furthermore, the
turnaround time will only be a matter of
Currently, there are various CAD/ hours even for a complex engineering
CAM systems available commercially. The component compared with a matter of days
application areas covered by these or weeks when using APT or its equiva-
systems range from Computer Aided draf- lent. The other way in which the system
ting in hui.lding architecture(1) to can be used is that the designer would
de i In and mrinufacture of sculpture directly input his design idea into the
sur. faces (2). Another application area system in the form of building blocks.
is the CAD/CAM of engineering components By placing the building blocks appro-
for the production and mechanical engi- priately and shape operating them in-
teractively on the graphical screen, aneering industry. Some better known
design can then be obtained. A designresearch and commercially available,
as displayed on the graphical screen cansystems addressing the needs of the
then be made available in digital formatengineering industry are PADL(3) and
for engineering analysis. The finalROMULUS(4). Although these two systems
are usually referred to as CAD/CAM approved design can then be produced
physically by Numerical Control machine.systems, the geometric models produced
by these systems in research publica-
tions and advertising brochures in
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The hardware configuration on
which the system is impiemented is a
seiko-9500 which consists of three pro-
cessors /co-processor. These are Intcl
8086, 8087 running at 5 Mllz and a 8088
running at 8 Mllz. Thc 8086 and 8087 are
used for excculing load mofulc obtaincd
by linking various obicct modulos com-
pilod from a number of pascal sourco
programs. The 8 Mllz 8088 is dedicated
to I/o and is used as a "graphies pro-
cossor" for an eight colour raster dis-
play of 512 by 480 resolution. The
system has 512 K-bytes of memory and
wo 5.25-inch floppy disk drives giving
1.2 M-bytes of storage. The. operating
ystem is a customised version of Intcl
RMX86. In devej.oping the software, an
external winehester is used.
AN ovERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposod system allows a de-
signer/part-programmer to interact with
it in orer to produce a design and sub-
sequcntly produce a physical model of.
the design by the use of a Numerical
control milling machine.
In as far as a typical user of the
proposed system is eonccrnce a session
on the system is typically divided into
three distinct phases. The frist phase
can be best described as the initiali-
sation phase which pasically prepares
the ground work for performing the
pccond and the third phase. The second
phase of a session allows the user to
interactively create " building blocks"
from PRIMITIVES avilable in the system.
The thired and final phase is the "place
ment and shape operation" of previously
created building blocks incrementally
on the graphical screen of the Sciko-
9500 until a fjnal,design is obtained
TorNumericalControlmachincmillingto producea physical.3-dimensional.
to prodnce a physical.3-dimensional.
engineering eomponent.
THE INITIABISATION PHASE
The proposed system is oriented
towards CAM of eng ineering components
by Numerical Control milling. The two
most important ingradients which enable
the proposed system to be a genuine CAM
system are teh "creation of building
blocks from primitlves in the system"
and the subsequent "plaement and shape
operation of the buiiding blocks".
However, it is ncccssary to make pre-
parations before the creation of buil-
ding blocks and shape operation can take
placc.
when a user centers the proposed
sytem, he must first define
(1) an area defined by length and
wjdth jn millmeters on the x-y
plane onto which a Numer ical
control machine would perform the
Nc milling,
(2) the cutter size to be used on the
Numerical Control machine in
millmeters,
(3) the degree of surface finishing
specified in millimeters,
(4) the number of building blocks to
bc croated from each of te pri-
mitives aveailable in the system.
PHE PHASE OF CREATING BUILDING BLOCKS
One of the features of the system
is that "building blocks" can be created
which are subsequently "shap operated
upon to form a complex engineering com-
poncet when using the system, building
blocks can be created by assigning
physical dimensions to "PREMITIVES"
availablc from the system. Currently,
there are six primitives in the system








Although there are only six primitives
available in the system for creating
building blocks, the varicty of building
blocks that can be conerated from these
six primitives are tremendous. Figure 1
gives a tree structure representation
of the primitives and the variations
that can be obtaired from these six
primitives.
When using the system to create at
building block from any one of the above
primitives, the usen is require to input
various parameters. These paramters
include:
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(a) the Numerical Control machine
creation of building block phase, a
cutter size for NC milling the library of symbols are created and canbuilding block currently being be instanced and shape operated uponcreaterl
to form t ho call tcl path positions for
machining a complex engineering com-ponent.(b) the degree of surfacee finishing for
the building block currently being
created,
In as far as the placement and
shape operation phase is cdncerned, the(c) the physical characteristics of user would instance one building block
the building block which are at a time by an unique identifier that
usually length, width, vertical is associated with it and then place itheight, etc..
in the appropriate orientation on the
x-y plane as appear on the graphicalA typical building block created
screen. When the user is satisfied that
from the system is in fact a series of it is in the correct position, the user
cutter path positions. When these
would then instance a second building
cutter path positions are traversed by block and position it relative to the
a Numerical Control milling machine with first one. When the user is satisfied
the appropriate cutter as specified in that the second building block is also(a) then a physical building, block of in the correct position, the user wouldphysical charateristics as specified then shape operate on these two buil-In (c) is obt.iined. The smoothness/ ding blocks to eliminate overlapping
roughness of this building block is in cutter path contours. By incrementally
turn related to the degree of surface invoking and shape operating one
finishing as specified in (b). In building block at a time the user wouldgeneral., small cutter size should be finally produce the cutter path con-
used for machining small building blocks tours for Numerical Control Machining a
while as larger cutter size should be complex engineering component.
used for machining bigger building
blocks. In order to produce building AN EXAMPLE TO PRODUCE A LEVER FORGINGblock with a high degree of surface
finishing a large number of cutter path The manner in which a user would
movements are necessary which might interact with the proposed system is
require a long time during Numerical illustrated by means of an example. TheControl machining
aim of this example is to interactively
reproduce a design as laydown in a
It should be noted that all specification drawing. This specifica-
numerical values are in millimeters and tion drawing refers to a LEVER FORGING
if (a) and (b) are not specified then which is illustrated in Figure 2.
the values specified in the initiali-
sation phase would be used. Building In reproducing the LEVER FORGING
blocks created from various primitives specified in Figure 2 on the graphical
can be retrieved in the shape operation screen of the Seiko-9500 and subse-
phase by their unique identifier. For quently Numerical Control machining of
example, the first building block the LEVER FORGING physical model, it is
created by invoking the CONE primitive decided that 4 building blocks are to
will. be uniquely referred to as CONE1 be used. This 4 building blocks are to
and the subsequent building block by be created from the CONE and a variation
invoking the CONE primitive will be of the ELLIPSOID primitives.
uniquely referred to as CONE2.
In fact a hcmi-sphere building
INCREMENTAL PLACEMENT AND SHAPE OPERA- block is to be created from the CONETION PHASE primitive and three cylinders with ellip-
soid ends are to he created from a
Once the build blocks have been variation of the ELLIPSOID primitive.
created in the form of cutter path
positions, they can be referred to by INITIALISATION
their respective unique identifiers
that were assigned to them when they Photo 3 illustrates that
were created. In order words, after the
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(a) a block of matcrial upon which tho
Numerical Control machining will
take place and this is an area on
the x-y plane equal to 222 milli-
melers times 111 millimetcrs,
(b) the physical charactcristics of
the cutter size in tcrmes or t1
and T2 as illustrated in Figure 4
are choson to be quarter and
ejghth of an inch (6.35 mm,
3,175 mm) rospectively,
(c) dofinition for the dogrce of sur-
face finishing as illustrated in
Figure 5 which shows the rela-
tionship between the CONE pri-
mitive, a typical cuttcr and the
two paramctors for dcfining sur-
face finishing in which EPS is
equal to 0.3 and EPSEDG is equal
to 0.3 millimctcrs in this
examplc.
Photo 6 illustratcs that one
building block is to be created from
the CONE primitive and three building
blocks are to be created from a vari-
ation of the ELLIPSOID primitive which
is a CYLInder with Ellipsoid ends
(CYLIE).
CREATING BUILDING BLOCKS
Photo 7 is a display of the plan
view, the two side vicws and the iso-
metric view of the CONE primitivc. A
building block can be created by simply
assigning dimcnsions on the right hand
aide of the graphical screen. The rc-
sultant building block in terms of
cutter path positions will then be dis-
played as illustrated in Photo 8 with
actual dimensions as specified in Photo
7. This building block will be referred
to as CONEl. Notice that the created
building block is in fact a hemi-sphere.
Photo 9 is a display of the plan
view, the two side views and the iso-
motric view of the cutter path of a
building block created from the CYLIE
primitive. This building block is then
referred to as CYLIEl. The most im-
portant point to note in Photo 9 is that
the building block CYLIEl is rotated
by 90 degrees. It can be easily seen
that CYLIE2 and CYLIE3 can be created
in the same way as CYLIE1.
INCREMENTAL PLACEMENT AND SHAPE OPERATION
Photo 10 illustrates the placement
of CONE1 within a rectangular area as
defincd in the initialisation phase.
Photo 11 illustrates the placement of
CYLIEl with respect to CONE1 and Photo
12 illustrates the shape operation be-
tween CONEl and CYLIEl in which the
climination of overlapping cutter path
can be casily seen. PHOTO 13 illus-
tratcs the final product as a result
of incremental shapc operation involving
CONEl, CYLIEL, CYLIE2 and CYLIE3.
NUMERICAJ, CONTROI, MACllINING OF THE
LEVER FORGING
Photo 14 is a physical model pro-
duced by Numerical Control mahcining.
The data that is input to the Numerical
Control machine is infact the cutter
path positions illustrated in Photo 13.
RESPONSE TIME AND ELAPSE EIME
The responsc time for initialisa-
tion, creating each building block and
each placement is in terms of a few
seconds. The response time for each
incremental shape operation in this case
is approximately 20 seconds.
In gencral terms, the response time
for shape operating ELLIPSOID type
building block is longer than building
blocks created from other types of
primitives. This is because the number
of cutter parh positions for ELLIPSOID
is approximately three to four times more
than other types of primtives.
The actual elapse time from initi-
alisation stage to producing photo 13
on the graphical screen takes approxi-
mately 30 minutes.
CONCLUSION
The proposed system is a low cost
geometric modelling system with special
emphasis on the manufacturing of engi-
neering components using Numerical
Control machine. The applicability of
the svstom is clearly demonstrated by
the LEVER FORGING example. The pro-
posed system is a low cost system and
this is clearly indicated by the hard-
ware configuration on which the system
is implemented. In as far as the user
response time and throughput is concerned,
curront rosults botained indicate that
for initialisation, creating building
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blocks and incremontal placemont the
Uypical response time in a matter of 6 PRIMITIVES variations of primitives
seconds. Furthermore, hte incremental
shape operation is also in the region
of seconds except for ELLIPSOID type
building blocks. Therefore, it can be CONE hemi-sphere
concluded that the proposed system is a vert. sharp cone
genuine interactive design and manufactu- vert. cylinder
ring system. In as far as throughput is triangular pyramid
concerned, the system is quite capable rectangular pyramid
of being used to complete one or two others
designs per day even for complex engin-
eering components.
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Figure 2 Specification of a







photo 3 Initialisation of







Phot.oo G Creating building blocks, from Photo 8 Cutter path of a hcmi-sphere
CONE and CYLI
Photo 7 Entering data to create a
Photo 9 Cuter path of a cylinderhcmi-spcre
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Photo 10 Placement of CONE Photo 13 Final cutter path elimination
Photo 11 Relative positioning
between CONEI,CYII
Photo 14 A physieal LEVER FORGING
Photo 12 Cutter path elimination
between CONE1, CYLI
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